ATHLETES MAKE MERRY.

AWARDS PRESENTED AT ANNUAL BANQUET.

Saturday night at six o'clock the annual Athletic Association banquet was held in the Dining Hall. President and Mrs. Marshall and Miss Blue were the guests of honor.

Dr. Leib and his company of faculty waiters and waitresses served as usual, wearing brilliant paper ruffs around their necks, and performing their duties with an air of experience. "Sleepy" Lawrence, Dr. Morris, looked very well in pink; and Dr. Kinsey who was "so shy" was the most conspicuous. Dean Nye and Miss Brustle stood around the fireplace and attracted notice by their weakness for nuts.

The cheer leaders' table aroused enthusiasm with their catchy songs to the refrain of the "Yale". After brief remarks by President Marshall, and President and always present and future, Anna Beull, awarded numerals, letters, pennants, and skins to the girls of each class who had earned points to merit them. The skippers of the various teams, who had returned to war times, suddenly wondered if the "Volunteer" had returned to war times. Suddenly, Charlotte Seckweld, were all excellent actors showing a considerable amount of ability and in some cases, talent.
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PRESS CLUB CALLS

The Press Club is one of the most active organizations in college. This year it has done a great deal of work on spreading news concerning college affairs in other colleges, and the people know just what Connecticut College is and what its students are doing. For each member of the Press Club is a correspondent of some newspaper, and, through this channel, she informs the people of what its representatives are doing in the college.

But the Press Club will need more members next year, members who are really interested in the work. And this work gives splendid practice in Journalism. What more could girls ask for in the way of opportunities than a real opportunity to help the college? The work is important, the work is paid for, and the increased interest of people outside means a greater demand for the service.

THE WORLD LAUGHS WITH YOU

If a man has a sense of humor, or if he does not, and yet this life for him is much more enjoyable. In fact, a sense of humor is the best known antidote for getting down on campus if we can see the ridiculous side of incidents that are inevitable, and so cudgels and cerebral organs will not be irremediably impaired. For instance, only a person with a sense of humor can contemplate the thought of having composed out of one small salad and a sandwich and a drink. Yet recently at a football game, twelve when there was food sufficient for five or six and when the waitresses was relenting in the face of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement. Suddenly there is a little flurry of suppressed excitement.

BUDGET SYSTEM HAS ADVANTAGES

The budget system is a plan for next year promises to be of immense value in simplifying the matter of finances for all student organizations. Its advantages are obvious:

1. In the first place, there will be order and system in the expenditure of money throughout the year. The blanket tax of about ten dollars, paid by each student at the beginning of the year, will provide for each organization a definite amount according to a carefully planned budget. This will eliminate the usual straggling of club members to raise funds during the year to supply their needs. Each organization will know exactly how much it has at its disposal and can plan its activities with that amount in mind.

2. There is no need to save time and energy in raising money instead of spending hours of labor in arranging plays or other entertainments for money-raising purposes. The organization has the time and energy for more profitable service.

3. The arrangement especially of the Service League. Musical Comedy has been more of a burden that some students should carry. The expenses are always heavy and the profits sometimes uncertain. By the budget tax the money hitherto gained from Comedy will be already provided.

Moreover, the individual student should reap benefit from the system. She may belong to any or every organization if she chooses, although she will probably be more active in a few organizations which are her interests.

The many calls for money should be lessened, for the demands of each club will be met by the college. The Dramatic Club, the Glee Club, and other organizations which are of special interest will be able to do their work without the worry of charges, unless they are given for the Endowment Fund. The tax will probably cover all of the charges, and any surplus will remain with the college.

Similar systems have been tried successfully in many colleges and there seems no reason why this experiment should not prove successful at Connecticut.

Barnard—The Dramatic Club of Barnard recently gave Shaw's "Great Catherine."
MAY IN ANDALUCIA.

Question:—Listen to me tell the message of the night-wind singers.

Cast aside your lace mantilla for one brief instant, and let it gently brush your lips with your caresses it brings.

Peloando la pena—
In my thoughts I'm there again, outside your window bars, listening for your laughter when I return your challenges; O the nearness and the dearness of you there beneath the stars!


EXCITING VOLLEY BALL BETWEEN FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES.

The game of volley ball reached its highest pitch of excitement on Wednesday night, May 24, when the Freshmen and Sophomores fiercely contended in that sport. From the side lines there were several remarks to the effect that they "never knew volley ball could be so exciting!"

During the course of the game the ball performed a strange capriole. It bounced gaily yet forcibly on the nose of a sleeping dog on the side lines who moved away at once in a startled manner. Which all goes to prove that the Freshman-Sophomore volley ball game was no place for spectators to fall asleep.

The game was close throughout, the scores ending at 21-15, 21-18, 21-19, and 21-16, in favor of the Sophomores.

TEENEN CUPS GOES TO SOPHOMORE.

The deciding game in the tennis tournament was played on the morning of Memorial Day, between Katherine Hamblet '24 and Nellie LaVottt '25. The match ended with Katherine Hamblet as the successful winner of the Tennis cup given by Dr. Bates.

In History Class, in a discussion concerning the war: "The slippery King of Greece couldn't be relied upon."

LYON & EWALD

Think of Us for any SPORTING GOODS You May Want
FLASH LIGHTS and GENERAL HARDWARE 88 State Street, New London

NEW SPORT HATS, SCARFS and SWEATERS FUR CHOKER SCARFS for present and spring wear TATE & NEILAN Hatters and Furnishers State and Green Streets, New London, Conn.

Give a Thought to Books
We carry a comprehensive line by the old masters and modern writers in subjects of all classes for Children, Boys, Girls and Grown-ups.

THE CHAMBERLIN & SHROPSHIRE CO. BOOKSELLERS and STATIONERS 240 STATE ST. NEW LONDON, CONN.

The Quality Drug House of Eastern Connecticut The NICHOLS & HARRIS CO. ESTABLISHED 1856 119 STATE STREET BRANCH, 295 WILLIAMS STREET NEW LONDON, CONN.

The more sources of interest we have the richer is our life.

Our interest is in the pleasing of our customers.

JIM'S Shoe Repair Shop.

Subway, Corner Bank and State Streets

THE BEAUTY PARLOR

Fancy Toilet Articles, Manicuring, Massage, Marcelling, Scalp Treatments, Electric Treatments

Room 222, Plant Building

Telephone 310 New London, Conn.

The Specialty Shop MANWARING BLDG.

Hosiery, Underwear Waists, Neckwear, Corsets THE COLLEGE GIRL'S MECCA

Get It At STARR BROS., Inc. DRUGGISTS 110 STATE STREET


LOOSE LEAF BOOKS DIARIES and STATIONERY

SOLOMON 44 Main Street

STRAUSS & MACOMBER WATCHES, DIAMONDS and JEWELRY 100 State Street, New London, Conn.

Fine Watches Repaired and Adjusted

UNION BANK & TRUST CO. STATE STREET

COMPLIMENTS OF ISAAC C. BISHOP PHOTOGRAPHER Phone 403 Manwaring Bldg.
WHAT WE KNOW.
We know you loathe exams.
We know you don’t know anything.
We know you’re “scared stiff”.
We know you’re afraid you’ll flunk.
We know you’re “just dead”.
Oh, we know all about it, for we’ve
heard the same story fifty times already.
So don’t tell us. We’ve got too much
to think about ourselves!

SENIORS LOSE TO JUNIORS
IN VOLLEY BALL.
On Friday, May 26, the Juniors won
a victory over the Seniors on the vol-
ley ball field. The game did not prove
as exciting as usual, partly because of
the unusual heat, which prevented the
teams from playing their best.

Wheaton (Illinois)—The Oratorio So-
ciety of Wheaton College at a recent
meeting sang Hayden’s “Creation”.

The story of electrical development begins in the
Research Laboratories. Here the ruling spirit is one of
knowledge—truth—rather than immediate practical
results. In this manner are established new theories—
tools for future use—which sooner or later find ready
application.

The great industries that cluster around Niagara
Falls, the electrically driven battleships, the trolley
cars and electrified railways that carry millions, the
household conveniences that have relieved women of
drudgery, the labor-saving electrical tools of factories
all owe their existence, partly at least, to the co-ordi-
nated efforts of the thousands who daily stream through
this gateway.

A Gateway
to Progress
There it stands—
a simple forty-foot
gateway but unlike
any other in the en-
tire world. Through
it have come many
of the engineering
ideas that have made
this an electrical
America.

FLOVERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Fellman, The Florist
186 STATE STREET
New London, Conn.

Dr. E. G. Abernethy
DENTIST
85 STATE ST., New London, Conn.
Gol strm Building
Telephone 729

Connor’s Flowers, New London, Conn.